Abstract:In this paper we will convert weighted bipartite graph to intersection graph. Also we introduce the variation of the algorithm of bipartite graph and intersection graph.
First:-For bipartite graph
Example (1) Consider the simple contingency 
Table (1)
We can convert this table to weighted bipartite graph, where the weight on the edges corresponding to the frequencies of the cell in the table. 
Example (3)
Consider sample fromzoo data set that consist of 17 characteristic of 101 animals. For simplicity we selected a subset of these sample consist of 15 animals and 4 variables. The animals are 1) Antelope 2)bear 3)carp4)catfish 5) chicken 6) clam7)crow8)duck9)goat10)sealion 11) worm12)elephant13)cat 14)monkey15)bat and the variables are {wild(0,1),Fins(0,1),domestic(0,1),legs(0,2,4)}.
Simple 2-way contingency table:
We have two variables (Domestic, Legs) to convert contingency table into intersection graph
An algorithm to convert 2-way contingency tables into intersection graphs:-[1] Start [2] read the data sample Xi,j ,Wi,j(where i rows, and j columns , Wi,j is the frequency between i,j) [3] For (i=0,i<=1,i++) [4] For (j=0,j<=4,j+2) [5] If relation between i,j draw an edge between i,j [6] PrintWi,j on the edge The data in the table converted to intersection graph where the vertices of the graph are the variables. 
Contingency tables by bipartite graphs and intersection graphs

